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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this Career Roadmap learning session.  Today, our focus will be on pay ranges.  This message builds upon concepts presented in the market pricing video. We recommend you watch that one before this one. The purpose of today’s session is to help you understand how to interpret and use the pay ranges in Career Roadmap.  
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Measuring Market Competitiveness
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does it mean for pay to be relevant to the labor market? Every employee’s position is mapped to a Career Roadmap job, and that job has a pay range that can compete with jobs from other employers. [Click1] The employee is paid within the range based on their skill and performance. [Click2] This allows you to measure how competitively that employee is paid within the market. [Click3] These outcomes are the foundation of our explanation. [Click4] 	But there is more to the story. [Click5] Business opportunity and Ohio State’s operating model are dual influences. [Click6] When we map a position, we determine a job function, subfunction, career band and level of a position. This is called position mapping. Position mapping and pay are based on the requirements of a job, which is the business opportunity identified by a college or unit. [Click7] But what positions or jobs exist at Ohio State?  That may be heavily influenced by the organization’s operating model. In short, the position a manager can create may have some internal constraints by both a unit’s business need and the university’s operating model. [Click8] Where an employee is paid within a range should be determined by the degree of skill, experience, independence, creativity, and sustained performance that the employee demonstrates. [Click9] But this is also offset by the organization’s budget as well as the pay of other employees in similar roles.
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Understanding Pay Ranges

EmployeeEmployer Overlap is where offer and 
acceptance happen

Represents market 
median of job

Represents lowest 
market pay

Represents highest 
market pay

$75k $112.5k$87.5k $100k $125k

Minimum Midpoint MaximumQ1/2 Q3/4

Remember:
• Pay range represents all plausible levels of pay for a given job
• Some minor misalignment is normal when implementing a new salary structure
• Major misalignment begs review of fundamentals such as the position’s mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Here’s a practical way to understand pay ranges.  [Click1] For a given job, employers are willing to pay a certain amount represented in blue. [Click2] For the same job, employees would like to be paid a certain amount represented by yellow.  The overlap of those two is the space where job offers and acceptance typically occur – where yellow and blue overlap as green on this slide. Knowing that overlap green zone is critical information.  Large, well-known consulting firms conduct extensive surveys to measure the offer and acceptance zone for all jobs. 	Ohio State relies on those surveys to set pay ranges. [Click3] Pay ranges have a minimum, midpoint, and maximum. The definition of the pay range midpoint is the middle of the range. This is also known as the market median (or 50th percentile pay) for the job. If you hear someone reference paying an employee “at market,” they are usually referencing the midpoint.  [Click4] The range minimum and maximum represent the low end and the high end, of the green offer/acceptance zone. Quartiles represent the pay range divided into four equal parts. The range depicted on the screen is fictitious, but it was picked for its simple math.	[Click5] There are a few key points to understand and remember.  First, pay ranges represent all possible levels of pay for a given job.  Second, some misalignment between an actual employee’s pay and the pay range is normal when implementing a new salary structure.
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Pay ranges help Ohio State make informed decisions
• Provides guidance for new hire placement within pay ranges
• Establishes expectations for typical proficiency levels within pay ranges
• Note: additional concepts or standards may exist for certain jobs (e.g. core services—high degree of 

requirement consistency)

Meets minimum qualifications

May be new to job or field 

Developing proficiency

Possesses most knowledge and skill 
required for full proficiency

Building body of experience

Increasingly effective in job

Fully proficient, knowledgeable, well 
qualified 

Significant relevant experience 

Sustained high performance and 
independence 

Expert in all job criteria 

Breadth and depth of experience 

Highest performer and highly 
independent in job 

1st Quartile 3rd Quartile 4thQuartile2nd Quartile

$75k $112.5k$87.5k $100k $125k

Using Pay Ranges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Pay ranges help Ohio State make informed pay decisions—including placement of new hires within range.  Breaking the range into four equal segments, or quartiles, allows us to establish general expectations for proficiency level of employees within pay ranges. [Click1] Pay within the first quartile suggests the employee meets minimum qualifications, is likely new to job or the field, and is developing proficiency within the discipline. [Click2] Second-quartile pay suggests the employee possesses most knowledge and skill required for full job proficiency.  As such, they are building a body of discipline-specific experience and are becoming increasingly effective in their job. [Click3] Third quartile pay suggests a well-qualified, fully proficient and knowledgeable employee with sustained high performance and independence in performing their job. Starting salaries in the third quartile are not likely, especially high up in this quartile, unless the individual has significant experience in a directly applicable job [Click4] Fourth quartile pay suggests expertise in all job criteria, a breadth and depth of experience, and the highest, most independent, job performance. Starting salaries in the fourth quartile are highly unusual. Please note that this is a simplified overview, and additional standards or concepts may apply to certain jobs. 
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Understanding Salary Structures

What is a Salary Structure?

A progression of pay ranges forms a salary structure. Salary 
structure must be updated regularly to keep pace with market 
pay trends. Salary structure allows organizations to: 

• Apply the market pricing of jobs to a common internal 
framework 

• Compare the value of jobs across the organization

• Express competitive and appropriate pay rates for jobs 
and employees

• Make informed pay decisions for new hires, merit 
increase, promotions, and adjustments

Minimum Midpoint  Maximum

Grade
1 21,525 28,700 35,875
2 22,650 30,200 37,750
3 23,775 31,700 39,625
4 24,975 33,300 41,625
5 26,175 34,900 43,625
6 27,525 36,700 45,875
7 28,875 38,500 48,125

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	A progression of pay ranges, like the table on the right, forms a salary structure. A salary structure allows organizations to apply the market pricing of jobs to a common internal framework and compare the value of jobs across the organization.  The salary structure must be updated regularly to keep pace with market pay trends.  Our current salary structure hasn't been updated in more than 10 years. With Career Roadmap, we will be able to track changes in the labor market and make adjustments to remain competitive with other employers.	As an end-user of the salary structure, you mostly want to know that the range is an accurate representation of the market for a given job.	Ohio State will have more than one salary structure to meet the diverse needs of its employee population, and I'll explain that next. Most staff will fall primarily into one of these salary structures. 
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Understanding Salary Structures

Ohio State’s Salary Structure: 
Staff Salary Structure
• Used for jobs in the T, S and M band

Clinical Salary Structure
• Used for all C band jobs

Nursing ONA structure
• Specific Career Roadmap Nursing Jobs that need to have the same range as 

ONA nursing jobs

Note:

Limited Career Roadmap jobs have pay set by an external governing body or agency. In Workday, these jobs will not be assigned a 
traditional salary grade but will have a specific field flagged as “Negotiable.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The staff salary structure will be used for jobs within the technical, specialized, and managerial career bands.Jobs within the clinical career band will fall into the clinical salary structure. The pay range design reflects aggregate pay trends for clinical jobs and is one of the benefits of recognizing a clinical career band within our Career Framework.  Specific nursing jobs will fall into a salary structure that coincides with the Ohio Nurses Association contract.  This allows for nursing employees to move between nonunion and union jobs without experiencing a change in their pay range. Here are a few points of awareness: 1) A limited number of Career Roadmap jobs will have pay set by an external governing body or agency. In Workday, these jobs will not be assigned a traditional salary grade but will have a specific field flagged as “Negotiable.” 2) The pattern or the way we calculated the Staff and Clinical salary structures is consistent with a couple of exceptions. The noted grades have range minimums that were rounded to reflect the minimum salary threshold of the Fair Labor Standards Act, or FLSA. More about that in a later learning session. 
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Band 
& 

Level

Academic Administration Finance Information Technology Legal and Compliance

Academic Program Services Financial Operations Applications Development Legal Counsel 

Mid Point Grade Mid Point Grade Mid Point Grade Mid Point Grade

S1 51,600 13 54,200 14 66,400 17 90,300 21

S2 61,500 16 61,500 16 83,600 20 114,000 24

S3 66,400 17 83,600 20 97,500 22 155,000 28

S4 97,500 22 97,500 22 114,000 24 180,000 30

S5 105,000 23 123,000 25 133,000 26 195,000 31

S6 227,000 33

Remember:
• The same band and level don't indicate same pay grade
• The same pay grade indicates the same pay range 

Applying Salary Structures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To wrap up our discussion of salary structure, let’s review a few real-world examples from our job catalog.  It helps to have seen the Career Roadmap basics video first. (Bear in mind, these values are subject to change until Career Roadmap launches in 2022.) This table compares pay range midpoints of several jobs within Ohio State’s specialized career band.  We’ve selected several different functions and subfunctions to demonstrate the possible range of outcomes based on market pricing and the assigned pay ranges. [Click1] Please note that jobs in the same career band and level don’t necessarily have the same market pricing and assigned pay range. For example, you can see in this table that an S1 in one function does not have the same pay range as an S1 in another function. [Click1] However, different jobs that are assigned the same grade will have the same pay range.  The exception will be for differences based on geographic location. Another interesting point to make on this slide is that some career bands do not have positions in every level. Legal and Compliance has an S6 level, but IT does not. This is comparable to the jobs available in the market.
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Salary Structure Implementation approach: 

• We anticipate a soft implementation of the new salary structures:

• Units will not be required to immediately move employees in existing jobs to range minimum

• Units may focus future merit dollars on below minimum situations

• Units will remain vigilant about internal equity and address concerns timely

• Below minimums will be alleviated over time through turnover, promotions, adjustments, and merit 

• New hires, rehires, and promotions must meet range minimum requirements

• Exceeding range maximums is anticipated to result in lump sums during annual merit

Implementing Salary Structures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To conclude our learning session, I’d like to make you aware of how the new salary structures will be implemented. First, business, academic, and administrative units will not be required to immediately move employees into new pay ranges.  Merit dollars in September 2022 may be used to raise people to pay range minimums.  These situations will be alleviated over time through promotions, adjustments, merit, and turnover.  This approach does require that units remain vigilant about balancing pay among similarly situated employees and that they address concerns with their HR partner.New hires, rehires, and promotions must meet range minimum requirements after go-live.  And finally, pay exceeding range maximums may result in lump sum merit awards during the annual merit process, based on performance and budget.
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The Journey to Completion

Thank you for your time with this learning 
session.

Check out our other videos at 
hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time with this learning session. Our other videos cover other Career Roadmap topics, such as titling, market pricing, and applicable laws and regulations.

http://hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/resources
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